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Influence of the data base and algorithmic parameters on the image quality
in holographic diffuse LEED
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A detailed examination of the influence of different parameters used in diffuse low-energy-electron-
diffraction holography is presented. Effects due to the finite and discrete character of the data that are input to
the method’s reconstruction algorithm are investigated, as well as the influence of additional parameters
introduced both for the removal of experimental Bragg-spots and for the recently proposed correction for the
anisotropy of the reference wave. As a test case, we applied the reconstruction algorithm to simulated data of
the disordered adsorption system O/Ni~001!. Guidelines for the width and resolution of the data base to be
used, as well as for the proper selection of algorithmic parameters are deduced, which should hold also for
other and unknown systems of disordered atomic adsorption. Using a parameter configuration optimized
according to our results, a well-resolved and fully three-dimensional image of the local adsorption geometry is
reconstructed from the data.@S0163-1829~97!05208-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to overcome the difficulties connected with t
‘‘trial and error’’ nature of the conventional quantitativ
analysis of low-energy-electron-diffraction~LEED! data,1–3

many efforts have been made to develop adirectapproach to
the desired surface crystallographic information contain
therein. Besides the direct inversion of measured data u
tensor LEED,4 the holographic interpretation of diffuse di
fraction patterns, which develop in the case of disorde
adsorption on a crystalline substrate, seems to be a prom
proposal in this respect5 and has triggered a number of su
sequent investigations~for a recent review see Ref. 6!. Simi-
lar to the cases of other electron-emission experiments us
e.g., photoelectrons,7 Auger electrons,8 or Kikuchi
electrons,9 the holographic reconstruction of real space i
ages from diffuse LEED~DLEED! data hence provides ap
proximate, but direct and reliable information on the inve
tigated system.

The information sought in DLEED holography consists
the local atomic environment of adsorbates, which form
disordered lattice gas on a crystal surface. The correspon
state-of-the-art algorithms, when applied to systems
atomic adsorbates, are now capable of reconstructing c
images of the local adsorption geometry using a set of
fraction patterns measured at different electron energies.
prior method of Wei and Tong10 had already been successfu
using experimental data,11 though the latter had to be take
at different angles of incidence in order to reconstruct fu
three-dimensional~3D! atomic images. In contrast, th
method of Saldinet al.12,13 provides the full 3D information
with data taken for normal incidence only. This is due to t
introduction of an additional kernel in the reconstruction
gorithm, which now takes the form of an energy-depend
Cartesian transform that, to some extent, compensates fo
550163-1829/97/55~8!/5344~9!/$10.00
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anisotropy of both the reference and object wave. T
method was recently abbreviated by the acronym CORRE
~compensated object and reference-wave reconstruction
an energy-dependent Cartesian transform!.6

The efficacy of the CORRECT algorithm has been prov
recently by the successful holographic reconstruction of lo
adsorption geometries of the disordered adsorption syst
O/Ni~001! and K/Ni~001! from experimental DLEED
intensities.6,12 However, in these two applications to expe
ment, the algorithm’s input was predetermined by alrea
existing data sets, which, for various experimental reaso
consisted of DLEED patterns in a significantly lower ener
range than the set considered in the earlier theoretical p
of Saldin and Chen.13 Consequently, the aim of the prese
paper is to gain a better understanding of the influence of
size and resolution of a data base that could be expecte
be measured in practice, as well as of other parameters
in the reconstruction procedure. We will demonstrate the
evance of the different parameters and deduce guideline
the size of the data base necessary for a reliable recons
tion of an atomic adsorption system of unknown structu
Our present investigations are based on simulated DLE
data for the disordered adsorption system O/Ni~001!. How-
ever, the results of these investigations have also been
fied with simulated data with potassium as an adatom, giv
analogous results, even though potassium has a much s
ger scattering factor than oxygen. Since these surfaces
sess no special features distinguishing them from any o
atomic adsorbate system, the results obtained would be
pected also to hold more generally, and therefore we s
concentrate on O/Ni~001! in the rest of this paper.

II. THE RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
AND ITS DATA BASE PARAMETERS

At low coverages and/or low temperatures, adsorbates
often found to occupy equivalent local sites on a crystall
5344 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 5345INFLUENCE OF THE DATA BASE AND ALGORITHMIC . . .
surface with, however, long-range order still missing~disor-
dered lattice gas!. Due to the resulting lack of periodicity
among the adsorbed species, LEED electrons scattere
least once by an adsorbate are detected at all diffrac
angles, leading to a diffuse intensity distribution appear
on the screen. Such a DLEED pattern arising from dis
dered adsorbates can be assumed to be representative
intensity distribution due to just one single adsorbate on
surface.14,15 This perception led to the original holograph
interpretation of DLEED as proposed by Saldin and
Andres5 according to which the adsorbate acts as a mic
scopic beam splitter. Electrons whose final scattering is
an adsorbate form thereferencewave, while those scattere
subsequently by substrate atoms provide theobject wave.
Thus the atomic structure around the adsorbate should
accessible by a simple Fourier transform. Other propaga
paths involving substrate scattering only contribute exc
sively to the intensities of Bragg spots due to the subst
structure. Consequently, these spot intensities have to be
cluded from the reconstruction process.

However, it became clear rather quickly, that two o
stacles prevent such an easy access to the crystallogra
information:16 first, the strong multiple scattering of the low
energy electrons is not at all negligible, as in the usual for
of optical holography. Second, those scattering paths lea
first to the surface, followed by one final scattering at t
adsorbate before leaving towards the detector, represe
contribution to thereferencewave, which depends on th
object. Fortunately, both of these obstacles can be effecti
suppressed when using multiple-energy data.

For this, the original holographic integral transform ov
the angular range of the data as derived by Barton17 has to be
generalized to a three-dimensional integral extended o
both angle and energy. This has to be realized in such a
as to pose a stationary phase condition corresponding
kinematic object wave, thus suppressing the disturbing c
tributions mentioned. The final and currently used rec
struction algorithm is accordingly of the following form an
can be understood intuitively when considering the ph
factor of the object wave function:13,18

U~r !5E E S E K~k' ,ki ;r !x~k' ,ki!e2 i ~kr2k'z!dk' D
3eiki•r id2ki . ~1!

U~r ! is the reconstructed amplitude at a point specified
the position vectorr relative to an adsorbate atom on th
surface andki andk' are the components of the wave vect
k of a detected electron parallel and perpendicular to
surface,z is the component ofr perpendicular to the surface
and

x~k' ,ki!5
H~k' ,ki!2Hav~ki!

Hav~ki!
~2!

is a function constructed from the diffuse intensiti
H~k' ,ki!, with

Hav~ki!5
*H~k' ,ki!dk'

*dk'
. ~3!
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The measured intensities enter the reconstruction a
rithm via the functionx, which enhances the contrast of the
variations in energy without affecting the periodicitie
involved.10,13 This normalization is performed to filter ou
the holographic self-interference terms as well as poss
contributions from thermal diffuse scattering, which bo
lead to only a rather smooth background. Finally, the ker
K serves to compensate for the anisotropy of the refere
wave and is dealt with further below.

The general form of the algorithm~1! has some similarity
to a three-dimensional Fourier transform over a certain v
ume ink space. The data acquisition over angle and ene
provides input intensities for a range of both direction a
magnitude of the electron wave vectork and hence deter
mines the size of the usable volume. Further, since all
perimental data in reality involve finite steps, the number
angles and energies, at which intensities are measured
lates to the resolution ink space provided to the discret
integral transform. By thinking in terms of the Fourie
transform analogue,19 it is easy to identify the relevant dat
base parameters and their probable effects on the ima
while the range in angle and energy will correspond to
achievable resolution parallel to the surface~the ‘‘lateral’’
resolution! and that perpendicular to the surface~the ‘‘verti-
cal’’ resolution!, the spacing of the diffraction pattern dat
i.e., the resolution with which they are measured, will infl
ence the lateral and vertical dimensions within which no
tifacts due to Fourier transform aliasing are to be expec
Above all, as these four parameters~energy and angula
range, and energy and angular resolution! represent a direc
measure of the total number of intensities used as input to
algorithm, the minimum amount of data necessary for a
liable image reconstruction can be estimated through th
The following sections will therefore give a thorough exam
nation of the influence of the data base parameters on
reconstructed images, thus facilitating the selection of d
when applying DLEED holography to unknown systems
atomic adsorption.

III. DATA SIMULATION AND IMAGE PRESENTATION

In order to perform the tests described above, we use a
of DLEED patterns simulated for a Ni~001! surface covered
with a disordered arrangement of O atoms adsorbed in
low sites. The data, calculated by the DLEED program
Saldin and Pendry,20 were already used to demonstrate t
efficacy of the latest improvements in the reconstruction
gorithm, i.e., the CORRECT method mentioned above.6,13

The DLEED patterns were calculated for normal inciden
and electron energies betweenE5136.05 eV~55 hartrees!
andE5435.36 eV~516 hartrees! in 13.6 eV~50.5 hartree!
intervals. Each diffraction pattern contains the spatial int
sity distribution over the maximum 90° polar opening ang
~corresponding to the full 180° hemisphere! with an angular
resolution corresponding to 838 points per Brillouin zone.
As demonstrated earlier, clear and almost perfect image
constructions could be obtained from these data using
CORRECT algorithm.13

However, experimental data are not normally available
the extent of the simulated set described above. By redu
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5346 55K. REUTERet al.
this data set by variation of the data base parameters,
effect on the image quality—up to the eventual breakdo
of the algorithm—can easily be investigated. Proceed
along this line, the optimal parameter configuration obtain
compatible with experimental constraints, can then be u
as a general guideline for further applications.

The information desired from holographic DLEED co
sists in the reconstructed amplitudeU~r ! over a certain real-
space volume around the adsorbate, where high value
uU~r !u2 indicate the position of a substrate atom. For the p
sentation of results, one is consequently faced with the p
lem of comprehensively visualizing a three-dimensional s
lar field. Two approaches to this can be found in t
literature so far:~a! a perspective view of the complete 3
geometry around the adsorbate depicting high image in
sity loci with scaled spheres or~b! selected high-symmetry
cut planes through the geometry where different inten
values are distinguished by different gray shading. Wher
~a! immediately provides a visual understanding of the
sorbate’s environment,~b! can better be used for an exa
analysis of the holographic images, however, at the expe
of losing the 3D impression. Since we want to compa
quantitatively results based on different data sets, visual
tion ~b! is chosen for the current presentation.

As shown in Fig. 1, two high-symmetry cut planes pe
pendicular to the surface containing the adsorbate allow
almost complete description of the local adsorption geom
of O/Ni~001!. Due to the pronounced forward scattering
the adsorbate, only the second layer Ni atom directly be
the O will be visible in the obtained images, when norm
incidence of the primary beam is used, and the anisotrop
the reference wave remains uncorrected~the so-called
searchlight effect10!. Fortunately, already a rough compens
tion via the integral kernelK in Eq. ~1! makes all additional
near-neighbor atoms of the adsorbate show up in

FIG. 1. Schematic model of the O/Ni~001! adsorption geometry
and the two high-symmetry cut planes, differing only in a 45° a
muthal angle. Both planes show the fourfold hollow adsorbed
~d0150.80 Å! at the top and a second layer atom of the bu
terminated Ni at 2.56 Å below. The 45° plane additionally conta
two first layer Ni atoms, when using a reference wave correction
the following figures, both cut-planes are taken to be 6 Å wide and
extend 5 Å in the vertical direction at a resolution of 0.05 Å pe
pixel.
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images.6,12,13Since the data base parameters concern the
gorithmper seand not the additional approximate correctio
for the reference wave anisotropy, we split our investigatio
into two parts: whereas Sec. IV will concentrate on the
fluence of data base parameters not yet using the compe
ing kernel, the effects related to this complementary para
eter will be investigated separately in the subsequent sec

When not using a reference wave compensation, no p
cipal difference exists between both cut planes presente
Fig. 1: due to the above-mentioned searchlight effect, o
the second layer Ni atom will be accessible for reconstr
tion in either of them. In the next section the results w
hence be demonstrated on the 45° plane only, while i
implicitly understood that all calculations have been p
formed on the complete 3D volume around the adsorbat

IV. INFLUENCE OF THE DATA BASE PARAMETERS
ON THE ATOMIC IMAGES

The conventional electron detectors in DLEED expe
ments are able to measure the intensity distribution for po
opening angles up to 50°~full opening up to 100°!,21

whereas simulated patterns are usually calculated over
complete hemisphere. When reducing the angular rang
the data input, Fourier transform reasoning would predic
worsening of the lateral resolution of the images and
eventual collapse of the algorithm, if the amount ofki infor-
mation falls below a certain minimum. As illustrated in Fi
2, the effect of a more and more restricted angular range
the reconstructed cut planes can essentially be understoo
this analogous scheme: a 30° opening angle obviously i
cates too little data supply, since heavy artifacts are vis
apart from the real Ni atom at 2.60 Å below the adsorba
With increased angular information provided, the imag
clearly gain in lateral resolution as expected and the dis
pearance of the artifacts marks the validity of the reconstr
tion process. However, in the pictures obtained for the t
larger angles, the Ni atom exhibits a strong vertical elon
tion, i.e., a degraded image quality. This phenomenon, wh
is not expected from Fourier transform theory, is due to
Ni scattering factor: most of the electrons that are detec
under large polar angles have undergone fairly large-an
scattering. Since the scattering characteristics of Ni, and
atoms in general, at low energies show a rather comp
behavior for such scattering angles~e.g., cusps!, these varia-
tions disturb the reconstruction algorithm more than the
multaneous benefit of having a largerki range available for
the integral. Similar results have been obtained for the
lated case of photoelectron holography,22 where the use of a
restricted angular range for the SWEEP algorithm had b
suggested.23 Given the above findings, a 50° opening ang
seems to be an appropriate compromise between data fr
maximized range ofki data, without scattering-factor
induced disturbances, and is in any case, the limit of a typ
experimental apparatus.15

The extension of the energy range up to 435 eV in
simulated data set is of some algorithmic advantage bec
the energy dependence of the atomic scattering factors
comes weaker with increasing energy. Yet, this advantag
offset by experimental difficulties: at higher energies the d
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-
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FIG. 2. Reconstructed 45° cut plane for various maximum opening angles using the complete data set between 135 and 435 e
in all following figures, the gray shading corresponds on a linear scale to the calculated intensities, with darker shading corresp
higher intensities. No threshold for smaller intensities has been used in displaying these images.
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acquisition suffers from more closely spaced Bragg sp
and eventually from Kikuchi signals,24 which superimpose
the diffuse signal sought. Therefore, an energy range sig
cantly reduced with respect to the above data set has t
selected. In order to check for the proper working of t
algorithm on the basis of correspondingly reduced data s
reconstructions were performed using decreasing size
data subsets. Figure 3 shows the results obtained for t
different energy ranges using the optimal 50° opening an
There is a clear influence of the energy width on the ima
quality, again understandable in terms of the Fourier tra
form analogue: the smaller the energy range, the worse
achievable vertical image resolution. Equivalent results
found when the lower boundary of the energies used is
ied; hence the image resolution appears to depend mor
the interval length than on its absolute values. The sma
energy range presented in Fig. 3 additionally indicates
approximate minimum interval for reliable reconstruction
since a further reduction of the data set results in stron
arteficted images. Its order of magnitude~.150 eV! fits with
the energy range used for the reconstructions performe
date from experimental data,6,12 thus confirming the genera
validity.
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The influence of data resolution on the reconstructed
ages appears to be of less importance than the width of
data base: the resolution of the simulated data, i.e., 838
points per surface Brillouin zone of the substrate and 13.6
energy step width, lies well within the experimental capab
ties and is obviously sufficient to produce reliable images
the complete local adsorption geometry. However, even
there is no stringent need to cut down on the resoluti
smaller data requirements correspond to fewer experime
measurements and less computing time, and so the co
sponding limits are worth investigating. Therefore, calcu
tions were performed using an energy spacing of only 2
eV leading to images of just little less quality than befo
Only when cutting down to a 40.8 eV grid were severe i
age distortions found. Thus, the original 13.6 eV steps p
vide a more than sufficient resolution for the reconstruct
algorithm, and hence can be safely used for future data
quisitions. Concerning the angular resolution of the data,
major image degradation was detectable using a 434 grid,
whereas the 232 patterns led to wrong results. Howeve
with parallel detection by video cameras or channel plate
hand the requisite angular resolution is no constraint on
measurement. By application of, e.g., the video techniqu
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5348 55K. REUTERet al.
24324 resolution is routine and was in fact input to rece
successful reconstruction procedures from experime
data.6,12

V. KERNEL CONSTANT AND CORRECTION
FOR REFERENCE WAVE ANISOTROPY

After the above examination of the influence of the d
base parameters, we now focus on the reference wave

FIG. 3. Reconstructed 45° cut plane for various energy interv
using a detector opening angle of 50°.
t
al

a
or-

rection. As pointed out above, the searchlight effect cau
by the anisotropic atomic scattering factor limits the info
mation obtainable from a data set of one single incide
direction: only atoms lying in the strong forward scatteri
lobe of the adsorbate are illuminated, and can thus be ima
correctly, while those in other regions around the adsorb
are not accessible by the reconstruction.10,11In order to over-
come this restriction, Saldin and Chen proposed to cor
for the disadvantageous anisotropy of the reference wave
identifying the proper object illumination.13 For this, two dif-
ferent types of propagation paths from the electron gun
wards the adsorbate should be distinguished: in addition
the direct encounter there is the indirect routevia prior re-
flection at the substrate. The electrons impinging on the
sorbate in both ways give rise to a scattered joint wa
which travels towards the substrate, thus forming the ob
illumination. The direct contribution is easily describe
through the adsorbate’s scattering factor, since the incom
field is a simple plane wave. The indirect path, however
more difficult to grasp as the corresponding wave front
the adsorbate results from the superposition of many dif
ent parts arising from reflection at the numerous subst
atoms. As a first approximation, it was argued13 that it is
especially this sum over many contributions that leads
some sort of smearing out and hence justifies the assump
of just an isotropic background due to the indirect illumin
tion. The proposed integral kernel to compensate for
searchlight effect in Eq.~1! thus has the form13

K~r !5F u f a~k i• r̂ !u1C

r G21

, ~4!

where f a~k i•r̂ ! is the atomic scattering factor of the adso
bate, andC is a real constant used to cover the whole indir
part of the illumination. The denominator describes the us
inverse square decay of radiation, which has also been
cluded in all reconstructions presented above without exp
mention.

Despite the remarkably simple approximation of the r
erence wave, the use of this integral kernel enables rec
structions of high-quality three-dimensional images of t
complete adsorption geometry as has already been dem
strated for two different systems using simulated, as wel
experimental data.6,12,13Nevertheless, the use of a single re
constant to represent the whole indirect part of the illumin
tion can only be seen as a first attempt to correct for
reference wave anisotropy and would be expected to be
fined in future investigations.

At first glance, the proposed kernel constantC could be
seen as a further free parameter in the reconstruction proc
due to the difficulty of estimating its value. On the contra
we will explain in the following that the effect of the con
stant on the images is clearly defined and, quite importan
how its optimum value can be derived for a given syste
Choosing a very largeC for the reconstruction is equivalen
to not correcting for the anisotropic reference wave. The c
responding images will consequently contain only the ato
in the searchlight effect restricted area. When reducing
absolute value ofC, the images exhibit also atoms in oth
regions of the local geometry. This is because a smalleC
gives more weight to the anisotropic direct illumination a

s,
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FIG. 4. Reconstructed 45° cut plane for different kernel constants. The complete energy range 135–435 eV was used with a
opening angle of 50°.
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hence corrects more strongly for the reference wave. Fina
for too low a value ofC, only atoms outside the forward
lobe directions will be visible, for now the reference wa
anisotropy is overcompensated.

This understanding of the effects of the magnitude ofC
naturally leads to a strategy to determine its optimum va
first, we start with a very largeC in order to reconstruc
possible atoms in the forward scattering lobe. Subseque
we reduce the constant to reconstruct further substrate at
This strategy applied to reconstruction from the simula
O/Ni~001! data is documented in Fig. 4, where a series
45° cut planes for varying constants is depicted. For the la
estC no differences due to the use of the kernel are appa
in the image in comparison to those obtained without the
of a kernel. By slowly reducing the value ofC, the effects
outlined above show up: the previously invisible first lay
Ni atoms appear slowly, just to be the only bright points l
whenC becomes too small. As is apparent, the price of
approximation of the indirect illumination by a simple co
stant can be seen as additional artifacts in the image for
smallest kernel constant. The use of the CORRECT ke
necessitates hence a certain level of caution: due to its
y,

:

ly,
s.
d
f
g-
nt
e

r
t
e

he
el
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rent simplicity, it can provide only somewhat approxima
information. This is also evident from the fact that the fir
layer Ni atoms are found at positions 0.5 Å too far o
whereas the second layer atom visible without kernel
shifted by only 0.1 Å from its correct position.

Nevertheless, when optimizing all data base and ad
tional parameters in the manner described, the CORRE
algorithm is able to produce an impressive view of the co
plete local geometry from the simulated data. This is illu
trated in Fig. 5, where a value ofC has been chosen, whic
produces the different atoms with approximately equal int
sity ~indicating the optimum compensation of the referen
wave anisotropy!. Also included is the 3D visualization o
the results to demonstrate how easily understandable
clear is the reconstructed information from DLEED hologr
phy.

VI. THE BRAGG-SPOT PROBLEM

As a last untreated discrepancy between simulated
experimental data we need to examine the influence of
Bragg spots on the reconstruction process. Since the DLE
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FIG. 5. Reconstructions for optimized data input: complete energy range, 50° opening angle, and kernel constant ofC50.45 Å. Upper
part: 3D view of the complete adsorption geometry. The adsorbate is at the origin of the 3D Cartesian coordinate system. The in
each voxel is represented by a sphere whose radius is proportional to the intensity, and whose gray shading varies from white for
values to black for the higher ones. Lower part: 45° and 0° cut planes—to be compared with the schematic view in Fig. 1.
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program20 used for the simulated patterns calculates o
propagation paths involving at least one scattering at the
sorbate, even the intensities withki values corresponding to
integer-order substrate spots contain exclusively DLEED
tensities. In contrast, the experimental diffraction intensit
at such values ofki are dominated by the intensities fro
purely substrate scattering processes, leading to the h
intensity substrate Bragg spots. The usual procedure for d
ing with this problem has been simply to cut out a cert
area around the spots.6,11,12However, with the Fourier trans
form analogue so far being surprisingly predictive, one mi
become wary of cutting out areas in a pattern producing
sidual sharp edges, which are additionally located at perio
y
d-

-
s

h-
al-

t
-
ic

positions. Also, if the area cutout becomes too large,
image reconstruction procedure must break down due to
sufficient data input.

To check the quantitative influence on the images, cir
lar areas of different sizes around Bragg-spot positions w
removed from the simulated data. The corresponding
planes, reconstructed under otherwise optimized parame
are shown in Fig. 6 together with sample diffraction patte
to visualize the cutting procedure. As suspected, a clear d
radation of the image quality develops with the appeara
of strong artifacts. Fortunately, these artifacts only beco
dominant and so prevent a clear identification of the adso
tion geometry, when the cutout radius is much larger th
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FIG. 6. Reconstructions for different Bragg-spot cutouts using the otherwise optimized parameter constellation of Fig. 5. Lef
example diffraction pattern showing the varying circular cuts. Middle and right panels: corresponding 45° and 0° cut planes. T
indicates the highest intensities not associated with atom positions.
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that normally necessary for experimental data. For previ
reconstructions,12,6 this Bragg-spot radius was usually foun
to be of the order of 20% of the Brillouin-zone width, an
hence is comparable to the middle scenario in Fig. 6, wh
reliable images are still possible. Nevertheless, our res
stress that the Bragg spots pose a problem, which has t
treated with much care. Future investigations should the
fore be made on how to improve the simple removal to
procedure more compatible with a Fourier-transform-like
gorithm.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, the influence of various parame
on the reconstruction process in holographic diffuse LE
was investigated. In order to circumvent experimental unc
tainties, simulated diffuse intensities were used, as calcul
for the adsorption system O/Ni~100!. As this system exhibits
no special structural features, the results obtained sh
hold also for other atomic adsorption phases.

We first concentrated on the four data base parame
~energy and angular range, and energy and angular res
tion! describing the discrete and finite data base used as i
to the holographic integral transform. It was found that a 5
polar collecting angle as provided by most display-ty
LEED optics yields the best images, while an approxim
energy width of 150 eV marks a minimum for reliable r
constructions. Concerning the resolution of the data, a s
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pling grid of 838 points per Brillouin zone is sufficient an
might even be reduced to 434. Also the energy step width
may be as large as 27.2 eV~1 hartree!, though we recom-
mend working with a value of about 10 eV~'0.5 hartree! to
be on the safe side.

With the additional reference wave correction included
the CORRECT algorithm the kernel constantC is introduced
as another variable. By examination of its influence on
image quality, a way to determine its best value is propos
It represents a compromise that avoids the appearance o
searchlight effect~values too large! and of substantial image
artifacts, plus disappearing atoms due to an overcompe
tion of the adatom’s scattering anisotropy~values too small!.
In particular, the bestC in the case of the simulate
O/Ni~001! data was found to be 0.45 Å.

As a last step, the removal of experimental Bragg-sp
intensities, which carry no holographic information, was d
cussed. Though the simple cutting out of these signal
dangerous from the Fourier point of view, because sh
edges appear on a regular grid, nevertheless this is the
tine procedure at the moment. In the present investigation
major disturbances in the images appeared, when the Br
spot cutout was limited to 20% of the Brillouin zone at max
mum, which is compatible with common experimental da

Using a parameter constellation according to the ab
guidelines, a clear and impressive image of the comp
3D adsorption geometry could be reconstructed from sim
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lated data for a single direction of incidence. The resu
retrieved are thought to offer suitable guidelines for the d
collection, data processing, and the performance of the
construction algorithm. This should be of help for the re
able image reconstruction from diffuse intensity distributio
also for unknown systems of atomic adsorbates supplyin
first and direct visualization of the adsorption geometry.
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